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 Legal Restrictions on Private Contracts Can
 Enhance Efficiency

 PHILIPPE AGHION

 Massachusetts Institute of Technology and DELTA-HEC, Paris

 BENJAMIN HIERMALIN
 University of California at Berkeley

 1. INTRODUCTION

 A common reaction to legal restrictions on contracts is that they cannot
 improve efficiency. 1 Either the restrictions are not binding, in which case
 they have no effect, or they are binding, in which case they prevent the
 parties from doing as they wish. As we show in this article, however, re-
 strictions can in fact enhance efficiency if one party to a contract has better
 information than the other. Since the terms asked for in the contract can

 reveal information, the better-informed party can have an incentive to signal
 information through the terms for which she asks. Inasmuch as this signaling
 can lead to distortions in the contract, distortions that are undesirable fiom
 an ex ante perspective, restrictions on contracts that correct for these distor-
 tions can be valuable.

 Consider, for example, an entrepreneur who needs to raise capital to fund
 a project. She knows how likely it is that her project will succeed, but

 The authors thank Patrick Bolton, Mathias Dewatripont, Jean Tirole, three anonymous
 referees, and especially Michael Katz and Oliver Williamson for their many excellent comments
 on earlier drafts. Conversations with Susan Foote were most lielpful. The authors also appreci-
 ate the comments of seminar participants at the ACES session on the Comparative Economics of
 Bankruptcy in Atlanta, the University of California at Berkeley, L.S.E., Madrid, and M.I.T.

 1. Rubin and Chuing argue that restrictions cannot improve the well-being of the two
 parties to the contracts (although, because of externalities, they may improve societal well-
 being). Strong believers in the Coase theorem (Coase) might also be expected to think that
 restrictions cannot improve efficiency (see, e.g., Stigler:Chapter 7).

 Journal of Law, Economics, and Organization vol. 6, no. 2 Fall 1990
 ? 1990 by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. ISSN 8756-6222
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 someone who invests in it does not. Because she can get more generous
 terms from an investor, the more likely he thinks it is that her project will
 succeed, the entrepreneur has an incentive to signal to the investor that her
 project is likely to succeed (is a "good" project). Since the expected cost of a
 large payment to be paid if the project fails is greater for an entrepreneur
 with a "bad" project than it is for an entrepreneur with a good project, one
 way to signal a good project is to promise a large payment to the investor if
 the project fails. The cost of signaling in this manner is that the entrepreneur
 exposes herself to considerable risk (e.g., losing her house if the project
 fails).

 Prohibiting signaling (i.e., prohibiting the entrepreneur from exposing
 herself to excessive risk) may enhance welfare. To see why, note that because
 of the additional risk, an entrepreneur with a good project might prefer not
 to signal, if not signaling only made it seem that her project was "average"
 (i.e., made the investor believe that the probability of failure was between
 the probability of a good project failing and a bad project failing). The diffi-
 culty is that the investor will interpret "not signaling" as evidence that the
 project is bad; and given the choice between looking good (signaling) and
 looking bad (not signaling), an entrepreneur with a good project will prefer
 to look good. If, however, signaling is restricted (e.g., by bankruptcy laws),
 then not signaling is no longer informative. Consequently, the investor will
 treat all entrepreneurs as if they have an average project. Both types of
 entrepreneur are better off: an entrepreneur with a bad project now looks
 average, while an entrepreneur with a good project avoids the additional
 risks imposed by costly signaling.

 To the extent previous work has explored the desirability of contract
 restrictions, the perspective has been largely extra-economic. For example,
 Okun justifies restrictions on equity, moral, and paternalistic grounds. Al-
 though these are undoubtedly important grounds, as economists, we would
 argue that the economic criterion of efficiency is at least as important. Eval-
 uations of contract restrictions based on the efficiency criterion have gener-
 ally been motivated by a concern for externalities (i.e., without restrictions a
 contract between A and B will adversely affect C). For example, Chung
 demonstrates that the "penalty doctrine" (the courts' unwillingness to en-
 force damage clauses that they deem punitive) may be desirable because it
 eliminates undesirable externalities (Rubin offers another externality-based
 argument). Concern for externalities is most evident in the antitrust liter-
 ature; fbr example, Aghion and Bolton show that restrictions on exclusive-
 dealing contracts can eliminate the negative externalities suffered by a po-
 tential entrant.

 What distinguishes our work from previous studies of contract restrictions
 is that we do not rely on externalities to explain the efficiency of these
 restrictions. Rather, we rely on informational asymmetries. Because of this,
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 the inefficiencies that exist without contract restrictions are borne by the
 parties to the contract themselves rather than by a third party.

 The idea that the terms of a contract can be used to signal information is a
 well-known one in contract theory. For example, numerous authors have
 sought to explain the financial structure of the firm in this way.2 Other recent
 work includes Aghion and Bolton, where an incumbent monopolist can sig-
 nal information through the terms of an exclusive-dealing contract; Her-
 malin, where contract length is a signal; and Spier, where asking for a risk-
 sharing contract can signal information. The contribution of this article is to
 consider the welfare implications of such signaling, which have been largely
 ignored in the literature, and to consider the possibility of welfare improve-
 ment through legal intervention, which has been similarly overlooked.

 We present our model in the next section. For concreteness, the model is
 presented in terms of a specific example, namely, that of an entrepreneur
 and an investor. We discuss how the model generalizes in Section 4. We
 analyze the model in Section 3. There, we focus on situations where re-
 strictions on debt contracts can enhance efficiency. In Section 4, we consider
 two additional applications of our results. We show that laws limiting
 damages for breach of contract can enhance economic efficiency. We also
 argue that laws mandating employment benefits, such as maternity leave,
 may improve efficiency. As will become apparent, in order to focus attention
 on the consequences of asymmetric information, we abstract away from
 many of the other issues that arise with contracts. We consider these other
 issues in Section 4, and we provide a perspective on how important these
 issues are relative to asymmetric information. We conclude with a few re-
 marks and suggestions for further research.

 2. THE MODEL

 Consider an entrepreneur, who needs to raise an exogenously given amount,
 D, to finance a project, and an investor who provides that amount. The
 entrepreneur's project will either succeed (s) or fail (f). We assume that a
 project is either "good" (g) or "bad" (b), where a good project is less likely to
 fail than a bad project. We write this as Fg < Fb, where F denotes the
 probability that the project will fail. The uninformed investor does not know
 whether the project is good or bad, but he holds a prior probability, 0, that
 the project is good. The informed entrepreneur knows the quality of her
 project. For convenience, we will call an entrepreneur with a good (bad)
 project the good-type (bad-type) entrepreneur.

 After learning the quality of her project, the entrepreneur proposes a
 contract to the investor. We assume that the investor can verify whether the

 2. Examples include Leland and Pyle, Ross, and Gertner, Gibbons, and Scharfstein.
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 project succeeds or fails; thus, a contract is a pair of numbers (Pf,P), where
 Pf is what the entrepreneur pays the investor if the project fails and P. is
 what the entrepreneur pays the investor if the project succeeds.3

 To make the problem more interesting, we assume that if the project fails,
 the entrepreneur's total net wealth, W, is insufficient to repay the investor
 (i.e., W < D).4 We will consider the importance of this assumption later. A
 consequence of this assumption is that, if the investor is to accept the con-
 tract, the promised repayment in the case of success must exceed the
 amount invested, which in turn must exceed the promised repayment in the

 case of failure (i.e., P, > D > Pf).
 Although the contract (Pf,Ps) resembles an equity contract, this formula-

 tion, nonetheless, includes debt contracts. A debt contract is an obligation to
 repay P regardless of the project's success or failure. However, as the prom-
 ised repayment exceeds the amount borrowed (i.e., P > D), this obligation
 cannot be met if the project fails. Thus, if the project fails, the entrepreneur
 defaults. In the case of default, the investor can "seize" some amount of the

 entrepreneur's wealth, P. Thus, a debt contract is equivalent to the "equity-
 like" contract (Pf,P).

 At the extreme, the investor seizes all the entrepreneur's wealth (i.e., Pf
 = W). More realistically, as a variety of laws exempt a portion of a debtor's
 wealth from seizure by her creditors, we expect Pf < W.5

 We assume the investor and entrepreneur are risk averse (we could also
 allow for a risk-neutral investor), with preferences over money that are
 represented, respectively, by the continuous, twice-differentiable, increas-
 ing, and concave von Neumann-Morgernstern utility functions vi(.) and
 ve('). We assume that no matter how little money the entrepreneur receives,
 her utility is never less than vy. The parties' preferences for payments condi-
 tional on the probability of failure can be represented by the expected utility
 functions UI(PfP,;F) and Uc(Pf,Ps;F), respectively, where

 3. As the amount invested is exogenously given, we need not write it explicitly.
 4. Total net wealth includes the net value of the entrepreneur's human capital. Thus, it is

 impossible to make the entrepreneur pay more than W.
 5. Examples of such laws include state laws that exempt a fixed amount of wealth (e.g.,

 automobiles worth less than $1500 or a specific portion of the debtor's wages-see Epstein:16);
 state laws that exempt certain types of property (e.g., the family Bible or life insurance pol-
 icies-see Epstein:16); state homestead laws that protect the debtor's home from certain classes
 of creditors (see Epstein); Title III of the federal Consumer Credit Protection Act, which
 provides a minimum exemption of wages from garnishment (see Epstein); and, at the extreme, a
 prohibition on (debt) slavery. There are also bankruptcy protections: "discharge, as defined by
 federal bankruptcy law, basically has focused on freeing an individual's future income fi-om the
 claims of prebankruptcy creditors (Jackson:254). Moreover, it should be inoted that, in many
 cases, the protections provided by these laws cannot be waived (see Epstein:18)-these protec-
 tions are true restrictions on the contracts that can be written.
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 Ui(Pf,Ps;F) = Fvi(Pf) + (1 - F)vi(Ps)

 and

 Ue(PP;F) = Fve(W - Pf) + (1 - F)ve(R - P)

 (where R is the entrepreneur's wealth if the project succeeds).
 We illustrate these preferences in Figure 1. The investor's expected util-

 ity is increasing as we move to the northeast; that is, the investor likes to
 receive larger payments. The curve labeled Ui is an indifference curve for
 the investor. Note that the curve is convex toward the northeast. This is
 consistent with the investor being risk averse. To see this, recall that because
 the investor is risk averse, he must be compensated for accepting a gamble

 (i.e., for accepting a contract in which Pf - Ps). To keep the investor at the
 same level of expected utility, the average payment [i.e., FPf + (1 - F)Ps]
 must increase as the gamble becomes riskier (i.e., the more unequal Pf and
 Ps become)-hence, the convex indifference curves.

 The entrepreneur's expected utility is increasing as we move to the south-
 west; that is, the entrepreneur likes to make smaller payments. The curves
 labeled b and g are, respectively, indifference curves for the bad type and

 Ps

 Ui

 F------igure---- 1TpecohiPf
 Figul-e 1. The preferences of the investor and the two types of entrepreneur.
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 the good type. Note that they are convex toward the southwest. Again, this is
 consistent with risk aversion. Note that the indifference curve for the bad

 type is more steeply sloped than the indifference curve for the good type.
 This is consistent with the notion that the bad type is more concerned about
 her payment when the project fails than is the good type, since the bad type
 is more likely to have to make such a payment. That is, an increase in Pfcosts
 the bad type more, il terms of expected utility, than it costs the good type.
 Thus, to compensate the bad type fully for an increase in Pf(i.e., to keep her
 on the same indifference curve), she must be given a larger reduction in P.
 than the good type would require to be fully compensated for the same
 increase in Pf. In particular, note that, whereas the good type prefers the
 contract labeled C to the contract labeled A, the bad type has exactly op-
 posite preferences.

 As already discussed, the investor will accept only contracts in which the
 payment in case of success exceeds the payment in case of failure. Conse-
 quently, as the good type is more likely to succeed, the investor would rather
 invest with the good-type entrepreneur than with the bad-type en-
 trepreneur [i.e., UP(Pf,P;Fg) > U'(Pf,P;Fb)]. This is consistent with the
 notion that the good type is a better risk.

 We assume that the entrepreneur offers a contract to the investor on a
 take-it-or-leave-it basis, that is, the entrepreneur has all the bargaining
 power. If the investor takes it, then the contract becomes binding on both
 parties. If the investor leaves it, then the investor gets his reservation utility,
 vi, and the entrepreneur gets utility vf. With little loss of generality, we can
 think of the investor's reservation utility as equaling the utility he receives
 from consuming the amount invested [i.e., vi = vi(D)].

 In order to rule out "corner solutions," we make the following technical
 assumption: for both F, if P. solves

 Fvi(W) + (1 - F)v(P,) = vi

 then

 ve'(R - Ps) ve'(0)
 vi(Ps) vi' (W)

 As a consequence of this assumption, there are no conditions under which an
 efficient contract commits the entrepreneur to give up all her wealth in the
 case of failure. This strikes us as an utterly reasonable assumption-it is hard
 to imagine that the optimal contract for the entrepreneur would require her
 to live a life of abject poverty if her project failed. A second technical
 assumption is that

 F,vi(W) + (1 - F)vi(R) > i'.
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 That is, there exists some feasible contract to which the investor would agree
 even if he knew the entrepreneur had a bad project.

 Finally, we assume the structure of this model is known by both parties.

 3. ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL

 3.1. SOLUTION CONCEPT

 An equilibrium exists in this model when (a) the contract offered by the
 entrepreneur is optimal for her given the strategy she anticipates the inves-
 tor is playing; (b) given his beliefs about which type of entrepreneur he is
 dealing with, the investor's decision to accept or reject a given contract is
 optimal for him; (c) the investor forms his beliefs in a reasonable way; and (d)
 the investor earns no rent (i.e., his expected utility in equilibrium is his
 reservation utility, vi). By a "reasonable way," we mean that investor's beliefs
 are formed according to Bayes' Law when he is offered an equilibrium
 contract (i.e., a contract offered by the entrepreneur with positive proba-
 bility in the equilibrium being played) and that his beliefs satisfy the Intu-
 itive Criterion (Cho and Kreps) when he is offered a nonequilibrium contract
 (i.e., a contract that is a deviation from the equilibrium being played).6

 For readers unfamiliar with the Intuitive Criterion, we offer the following
 description here. An equilibrium satisfies the Intuitive Criterion if there
 does not exist a nonequilibrium contract (i.e., a deviation) such that (i)
 relative to her expected equilibrium utility, one type of entrepreneur does
 worse offering that contract no matter how the investor responds, but such
 that (ii) relative to her expected equilibrium utility, the other type does
 better offering that contract if the investor believes that it is this second type
 who has offered it. It is felt that "equilibria" in which such deviations (non-
 equilibrium contracts) exist are unreasonable, because if only one type can
 possibly benefit from a deviation, then, upon witnessing that deviation the
 investor should believe that is the type against whom he is playing; but if that
 belief makes the deviation desirable for that type, then that type should
 deviate, which means the "equilibrium" in question is not truly stable.7

 6. Conditions (a) and (b) plus Bayesian consistency constitute the solution concept Perfect
 Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE). Conditions (a)-(c) constitute the solution concept of PBE plus the
 Intuitive Criterion. Condition (d) is a further refinement. Use of (d) is motivated by our belief
 that given her bargaining power, the entrepreneur should capture all the gains from trade.

 7. As a referee reminded us, our "feeling" is not universal; that is, use of the Intuitive
 Criterion is controversial with some game theorists. It should be noted, however, that all the
 equilibria meeting the Intuitive Criterion remain equilibria under the weaker solution concept
 of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. Thus, the main conclusion of this paper, namely, that there can
 exist equilibria that can be improved by placing restrictions on contracts, is not dependent on
 our use of the Intuitive Criterion [or our use of the "no rent" condition (d)].
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 3.2. GENERAL ANALYSIS

 We define the symmetric-information contract for the good (bad) type to be
 the contract that the good (bad) type entrepreneur would offer if, somehow,
 the investor was informed that he was dealing with the good (bad) type. That
 is, the symmetric-information contract is the best (utility-maximizing) con-
 tract for the good- (bad-) type entrepreneur to offer, given that the investor is
 willing to accept the contract when informed that the entrepreneur is the
 good (bad) type. (Given our assumptions, the symmetric-information con-
 tract for each type is unique.) As we are assuming that the investor is not
 informed about the entrepreneur's type, it will generally be true that the
 investor will not accept the symmetric-information contract for the good
 type. The reason for this is that the uninformed investor is worried about
 being fooled by the bad type; that is, he is worried about unknowingly
 accepting a contract from the bad type that does not adequately compensate
 him for the additional risk of investing with the bad type. Furthermore, this
 is not an idle worry on the part of the investor: as the bad type would like to
 avoid compensating the investor for that additional risk, the bad type has an
 incentive to pretend to be the good type by offering the same contract
 offered by the good type. Loosely, the bad type generally wolld do better
 mimicking the good type by offering the symmetric-information contract for
 the good type than by offering any other contract that the investor would
 accept in equilibrium. Thus, generally, there is no equilibrium in which the
 good type can offer her symmetric-information contract and have it
 accepted.

 On the other hand, the investor is always willing to accept the symmetric-
 information contract for the bad type-either the bad type has offered it, in
 which case the investor is indifferent between accepting and rejecting it, or
 the good type has offered it, in which case the investor gets the compensa-
 tion for investing with the bad type, while enjoying the low risk of investing
 with the good type. A consequence of this insight is that, in equilibrium, the
 bad type's expected utility must be at least as great as it would be if slle
 offered her symmetric-information contract (since otherwise she could suc-
 cessfilly deviate by offering her symmetric-information contract).

 Much of our analysis is concerned with pooling equilibria; that is, equi-
 libria in which both types of entrepreneur offer the same contract. There-
 fore, it proves usefuil to define the pooling line, wh-ich is the set of contracts
 that the investor would be indifferent between accepting and rejecting, if he
 thought that both types were offering those contracts. Formally, the pooling
 line is composed of the solutions to

 U'(P;,Ps;Fg) + (1- )U(Pf,P,;Fb)= -i.

 We denote the pooling line by the function PI(Pf). An illustration of the
 pooling line is given in Figure 2.
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 PS

 bb \b

 A
 P (Pf)

 U

 g

 -------pf

 Figure 2. Why pooling at less than full liability is not an equilibrium.

 As noted above, Pf is restricted to lie below some bound, Pf, where Pf is
 defined either by the entrepreneur's wealth in case of failure or by legal
 protections. The consequence of such a restriction is considered in the fol-
 lowing proposition (proofs are found in Appendix A).

 Proposition 1. If Pf is restricted to be at most P, and if the bad type prefers
 (Pf,Ps(Pf)) to her symmetric-information contract, then the unique equi-
 librium is the pooling equilibrium in which both types of entrepreneur offer

 the contract (Pf,s(Pf)).

 Intuitively, the good-type entrepreneur wants to signal that she has a
 good project. As suggested in the Introduction, she can do this by promising
 a large payment should the project fail. However, her ability to do so is
 constrained by the maximum payment, Pf. Thus, she may not have "enough
 room" to signal that her project is good; that is, even if she offered a contract
 with the maximum payment in case of failure, a bad-type entrepreneur
 would prefer to mimic her. Consequently, the good type may be compelled
 to accept pooling with the bad type at (Pf,P(Pf)).

 Further intuition for Proposition 1 can be found in Figure 2. The contract
 (Pf,P(Pf) lies below the bad type's indifference curve, labeled b*, through
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 the bad-type's symmetric-information contract, labeled Bb (recall the en-
 trepreneur's utility is increasing toward the southwest). Thus, the bad type

 does better to mimic (pool with) the good type at (Pf,Ps(Pf)) than to reveal
 herself to be the bad type. To see this, recall, by definition, the best the bad.
 type can do if she reveals herself is to offer her symmetric-information
 contract. Thus, if the good type offers a contract that lies below the bad
 type's indifference curve through Bb, then the bad type does better to mimic
 the good type than to reveal herself. Hence, since the good type will, in
 equilibrium, indeed wish to offer a contract below that indifference curve,
 the only equilibrium is a pooling equilibrium.

 Consequently, the question becomes what contract will they both offer?
 Not ally contract on the pooling line can be part of a reasonable pooling
 equilibrium. For example, consider the contract labeled A in Figure 2. The
 indifference curves for the two types through A have been drawn in and
 labeled b and g accordingly. To see why it is not a solution for both types to
 offer A, suppose that they are supposed to offer A. Consider, then, what
 would happen if the good type "signaled a little bit" by offering the contract
 labeled C (note C has more Pfand less Ps than A). As C lies above b, the bad
 type would have no incentive to deviate in this manner, no matter who the
 investor thought she was. On the other hand, if the investor thought that C
 had been offered by the good type, then he would sign C. He will, in fact,
 accept any contract on, or above, Ug (see Figure 2) that he thinks was offered
 by the good type, where Ug is the locus of contracts which the investor is
 indifferent between accepting or rejecting, given he believes the contracts
 were offered by the good type [i.e., Ug is the locus of contracts satisfying
 Ui(Pf,P;Fg) = vi]. Furthermore, as C lies below g, the good type does better
 offering C if the investor will accept C. As we have argued, it is then
 reasonable to expect the good type to deviate by offering C and the investor
 to accept C. This rules out A as an equilibrium.

 It should be clear that we can repeat this argument for any contract, other

 than (Pf,P(Pf)), which lies on the pooling line. The argument breaks down for
 (P;,Ps(P,)) because there is no room left to signal; that is, a deviation analo-
 gous to offering contract C would entail offering a contract in which Pf > Pf,
 which violates the restriction. Hence, (Pf,Ps(Pf) is not ruled out. Therefore,
 by process of elimination, (Pf,P(Pf)) is the only contract that will be offered.

 Recall that a contract in which Pf = Pf can be thought of as being a debt
 contract. Thus, we can view Proposition 1 as giving the conditions for the
 unique equilibrium to be a pooling equilibrium in which both types offer
 debt contracts.

 As suggested in the Introduction, we can have equilibria in which, be-
 cause of the desire to signal good information, the entrepreneur is exposed
 to inefficiently excessive risk (e.g., consider Proposition 1 when Pf = W). To
 eliminate those eqllilibria and reach more efficient equilibria, we need to
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 limit the entrepreneur's ability to signal (i.e., we need to limit Pf). Sufficient
 conditions for restrictions on Pf to improve efficiency are given by the follow-
 ing proposition. We call equilibria without legal restrictions (i.e., where
 wealth is the only restriction) unrestrictive equilibria.

 Proposition 2. If (a) there exists a contract on the pooling line that the good
 type likes as well as the contract she offers in the unrestrictive equilibrium,
 and (b) if the bad type is indifferent between the contract she is to offer in the
 unrestrictive equilibrium and the contract the good type is to offer in the
 unrestrictive equilibrium, then there exist restrictions on Pf that improve
 efficiency.

 Proposition 2 is illustrated in Figure 3. The curve labeled b is the bad
 type's indifference curve through her unrestrictive equilibrium contract, Eb,
 and through the good type's unrestrictive equilibrium contract, Eg [thus,
 condition (b) is met]. The curve labeled g is the good type's indifference
 curve through her unrestrictive equilibrium contract. It intersects Ps(Pf) at
 (Pf,P) [thus, condition (a) is met]. Clearly pooling at (PfP) improves effi-
 ciency: the good type is indifferent between pooling at (Pf,) and her unre-
 strictive equilibrium contract, the bad type strictly prefers pooling at (PfP's)

 PS

 b

 (Pf PS) P

 PS (Pf )

 ^r\( \

 g

 Pf

 , , , i,, , , __

 ^ )VT -~~~~~~_,,p

 Figure 3. How legal restrictions can enhance efficiency.
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 to her unrestrictive equilibrium contract, and the investor's expected utility
 is vi, the same as in the unrestrictive equilibrium (recall that we are restrict-
 ing attention to equilibria in which the investor earns no rent). The only
 thing left to check is that a law requiring Pf < Pf leads to a pooling equi-
 librium at (Pf,Ps). As the bad type always has the option of revealing herself
 and offering her symmetric-information contract, her unrestrictive equi-
 librium utility must be at least equal to what she would receive from offering
 her symmetric-information contract. We have derived that she prefers (Pf,Ps)
 to her unrestrictive equilibrium contract. Hence, by transitivity, we have
 that the bad type prefers (Pf, P) to her symmetric-information contract; thus,

 by Proposition 1, the new equilibrium is indeed pooling at (Pf,P).
 It is clear from Figure 3 that Pf is not the only restriction that would

 improve efficiency. For example, consider the restriction Pf. By the same
 arguments as above, a law restricting Pf - Pf would lead to a pooling
 equilibrium at (Pf,P*). As pictured, this is a more efficient equilibrium than
 the unrestrictive equilibrium [it is also a more efficient equilibrium than
 pooling at (P',Ps)]. What this discussion suggests is that there is a (possibly
 wide) range of restrictions that will improve efficiency. Let (Pf ,PE) be the
 unrestrictive equilibrium contract (pictured as Eg) offered by the good type.
 Let Pf be the smaller of the two solutions (assuming two solutions exist) to

 U(Pf,Ps(Pf);Fg) = Ue(Pf ,PEFg).

 That is, the good type is indifferent between (f, P,f)) and (Pf,PE). Then,
 any restriction between Pf and Pf increases the expected utility of both types.
 Finally, if there is only one solution, then all restrictions that are more
 stringent than Pf increase efficiency.

 In the equilibria with these restrictions, the restrictions are binding. As
 before, this means that we may interpret the equilibrium contracts as debt
 contracts; that is, we can view, say, (PfPs) as the debt contract that obligates
 the entrepreneur to repay Ps. We can view the restriction Pfas the amount of
 her wealth the investor can seize should she default, where Pf is fixed by the
 various statutes that protect debtors.

 The reader should recognize that these restrictions are necessary for
 efficient equilibria to exist. Without a law, it is impossible for, say, (Pf,Ps), to
 be offered in equilibrium; the good type would attempt to "signal away" from
 this contract by offering deviations like C in Figure 2. So without a law, given
 that the investor's beliefs are reasonable, the investor will interpret any offer
 of (Pf^P) as having been made by the bad type, and hence he will reject the
 offer. This argument shows why it is important that debtors not be able to
 waive contractually the protections afforded them by the law; if they could
 waive them, then they would to signal that they were good, and the benefits
 of these protections would be lost.
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 Although Proposition 2 suggests that laws restricting Pf can improve effi-
 ciency, we have not yet shown that the two conditions of Proposition 2 hold
 for any unrestrictive equilibrium. The rest of this section is devoted to
 finding unrestrictive equilibria that satisfy these conditions (i.e., equilibria
 in which the introduction of restrictions on Pf will improve efficiency).

 To complete this task, we divide the analysis into three cases. The three
 cases are defined by the type of unrestrictive equilibrium: Is the unrestric-
 tive equilibrium pooling, separating (the two types offer different contracts),
 or hybrid (the bad type systematically randomizes between pooling and
 separating)? The first two cases are treated in the text. The third, which is
 technically more demanding, is relegated to Appendix B.

 3.3. ANALYSIS OF CASE 1: POOLING EQUILIBRIUM

 As suggested by Proposition 1, the condition for the unrestrictive equi-
 librium to be pooling is that (W,P,(W)) lie below the bad-type's indifference
 curve through her symmetric-information contract. This condition will hold
 when the entrepreneur is not too risk averse (i.e., her indifference curves
 are not too convex); or when the bad type is relatively likely to succeed (i.e.,
 her indifference curves are not too steeply sloped); or when the symmetric
 information contract for the bad type already exposes her to considerable
 risk (i.e., Pf is near W). A pooling equilibrium is illustrated in Figure 4
 (again, Bb denotes the bad type's symmetric-information contract). The for-
 mal corollary follows.

 Corollary 1. If the bad type prefers (W,Ps(W)) to her symmetric-information
 contract, then, given no restrictions on Pf (other than Pf < W), the unique
 equilibrium is for both types of entrepreneur to offer the contract (W,P,,(W)).

 Proof. Since the bad type prefers (W,Ps(W)) to her symmetric-information
 contract, the conditions of Proposition I are satisfied (with Pf = W). ?

 Not only is the equilibrium pooling, but it is pooling at the largest pos-
 sible value of Pf. That is, both types' liability in case of failure is as large as
 possible. Like Proposition 1, the good type runs out of room to signal.
 Consequently, she is forced to accept pooling with the bad type. Note that
 this is, essentially, the worst of all possible outcomes: not only is the good
 type forced to pool with the bad type, and thus is forced to look average
 rather than good, but in her vain attempt to look good, the good type also
 exposes herself to the maximum liability. Given that she is forced to look
 average, the good-type entrepreneur would rather offer a contract that ex-
 posed her to less liability. Unfortunately, such an offer (which is analogous to
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 P,

 w, -- Pf

 Figure 4. An example of a pooling equilibrium.

 offering A in Figure 2) will be interpreted by the investor as having been
 made by the bad type, and thus it will be rejected.

 Now, we will show how in case 1 there always exists a restriction on Pf that
 improves efficiency.

 Corollary 2. In case 1, there exist restrictions on Pf. that improve efficiency.

 Proof, It is straightforward to show that the two conditions of Proposition 2
 are met: (a) is met since the unrestrictive equilibrium contract offered by the
 good type is on the pooling line, and (b) is met since the unrestrictive
 equilibrium is pooling. ?

 The intuition is clear. By assumption, the optimal contract cannot commit
 the entrepreneur to forfeit all her wealth in case of failure; thus, there must
 exist a more efficient pooling contract than (W,Ps(W)). From Figure 4, it
 should be clear that efficiency is improved by any restriction between Pf and
 W. Consequently, even a slight restriction (e.g., Pf close to W) helps. Intu-
 itively, as the unrestrictive equilibrium is pooling at a point of extreme
 liability for the entrepreneur, even a slight amount of protection is valuable.
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 3.4. ANALYSIS OF CASE 2: SEPARATING EQUILIBRIUM

 Define Pg as the solution to

 Ui(W,P;Fg) = v.

 Consequently, the investor would accept (W,Pg) if he thought it had been
 offered by the good-type entrepreneur. Graphically, (W,Pg) is the intersec-

 tion of the vertical line Pf = Wand Ug, where Ug is the locus of contracts that
 the investor is just indifferent between accepting and rejecting if he believes
 the contracts were offered by the good type (see Figure 5a).

 For a separating equilibrium to exist, it must be that the bad type prefers
 her symmetric-information contract to (W,Pf). This will occur when the
 entrepreneur is very risk averse (i.e., her indifference curves are highly
 convex); or when the bad type is relatively likely to fail (i.e., her indifference
 curves are steeply sloped); or when the bad type's symmetric information
 contract does not expose her to much risk (i.e., Pf is much less than W). If
 this is the case, we have the following.

 Figure 5a. An example of a separating equilibrium that can be made more efficient by legal
 restrictions.
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 Proposition 3. If the bad type prefers her symmetric-information contract to
 (W,Pg), then, given no restrictions on Pf, the unique solution consists of the
 bad type offering her symmetric-information contract and the good type
 offering the best separating contract, where the best separating contract is
 the contract that maximizes her utility subject to the constraints that the bad
 type does not wish to mimic her and that the investor be willing to accept
 that contract given he believes only the good type offers it.

 As the equilibrium is separating (both types are revealed), the bad type
 offers the best contract for her given that she is revealed to be bad (i.e., her
 symmetric-information contract, Bb). The good type offers the best contract
 for her given that she is revealed to be good, and given that the bad type
 should have no incentive to deviate by mimicking the good type. If both
 these constraints are binding, then the equilibrium is as pictured in Figure
 5a: the good type offers the contract defined by the intersection of the bad
 type's indifference curve through Bb (the curve labeled b) and the investor's
 indifference curve defined by

 Ui(Pf,Ps;Fg) = f

 (the curve labeled Ug). This point of intersection, the best separating con-
 tract, is labeled Bg. If the constraints are not both binding, then it will be the
 "no-mimicking" (incentive compatibility) constraint that is not binding. The
 equilibrium is then as pictured in Figure 5b: the good type offers the con-
 tract defined by the tangency between her indifference curve (labeled g) and

 the investor's indifference curve (labeled Ug). Note in Figure 5b that the best
 separating contract, Bg, is also the symmetric-information contract for the
 good type.

 The equilibrium of Figure 5b is to be expected when the failure proba-
 bility for the bad type is large (i.e., near 1) and the failure probability for the
 good type is small (i.e., near 0); under those circumstances, the bad type's
 indifference curves are very steep (Pf matters much more than P,) and the

 good type's indifference curves are very flat (Ps matters much more than Pf).
 Otherwise, if the failure probabilities for the two types are close to one
 another, then the equilibrium will resemble Figure 5a.

 Unlike case 1, the efficiency effects of restrictions on Pf are ambiguous in
 case 2. It is possible, for example, that the introduction of a law such as Pf
 Pf could reduce efficiency. This would be the situation, for instance, in the
 equilibrium illustrated by Figure 5b: as the equilibrium of Figure 5b max-
 imizes the expected utility of the entrepreneur, given the constraint that the
 expected utility of the investor not be less than his reservation utility, a
 (binding) law could serve only to reduce ex ante efficiency.

 On the other hand, as Spence noted, there exist separating equilibria that
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 Ps

 b

 Bb

 PS (Pf)

 g

 w
 v Pf

 Figure 5b. An example of a separating equilibrium that cannot be Inade more efficient by legal
 restrictions.

 yield lower expected utility for the entrepreneur than pooling equilibria.
 Thus, there exist conditions under which the introduction of restrictions
 improves efficiency in case 2. For example, as drawn, efficiency would be
 improved by the restriction Pf - P* in Figure 5a: the contract (P?,P*)
 dominates both Bb and Bg. In fact, whenever the good type's indifference
 curve through her unrestrictive equilibrium contract intersects the pooling

 line (as in Figure 5a), then introduction of restrictions like Pf - Pf will
 improve efficiency.

 Corollary 3. In case 2, if there exists a contract on the pooling line such that
 the good type is indifferent between that contract and her best separating
 contract, then there exists a restriction on Pf that improves efficiency.

 Proof. From the statement of the corollary, condition (a) of Proposition 2 is
 satisfied. Because the good type's indifference curve through Bg intersects
 the pooling line, the no-mimicking constraint must be binding; that is, the
 bad type is indifferent between her symmetric-information contract and Bg.
 Therefore, condition (b) is met. ?
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 Again, tlere is a range of restrictions that will improve efficiency, the
 boundary of which is fixed by the two points of intersection between the
 indifference curve g and the pooling line (see Figure 5a).

 4. GENERALIZATIONS AND OTHER APPLICATIONS

 4.1. GENERALIZATION AND ROBUSTNESS OF THE ANALYSIS

 We wish to emphasize that our analysis is not limited to the situation of an
 entrepreneur raising funds for a project. To see this, let the entrepreneur be

 any informed party, the investor be any uninformed party, and Pf and Ps be
 any contract terms. Provided (a) the parties have opposite preferences over
 the contract terms (i.e., for each term, one party would prefer an increase in
 that term wliile the other party would prefer a decrease); (b) the parties have
 convex preferences over the terms of the contract; (c) the marginal rate of
 substitution between the terms of the contract varies systematically across
 the different types of the informed party; (d) the informed party's private
 information cannot be contracted on (e.g., because, as assumed here, it is
 never learned by the uninformed party); and (e) the informed party has
 bargaining power; then the analysis presented here will be applicable.8 Of
 course, as demonstrated above, the conclusions of that analysis will depend
 on further assumptions liaving to do with how convex (e.g., risk averse)
 preferences are; how different the marginal rates of substitution are for the
 different types (e.g., how different are the failure probabilities); how much
 the uninformed player's utility depends on the informed player's type; and
 other factors (e.g., how big W is).

 As many contracting problems arise because of opposite preferences; as
 preferences are often convex (ol, at least, assumed to be); and as different
 marginal rates of substitution are a standard assumption in adverse selection
 problems, we expect conditions (a)-(c) to hold for many problems of con-
 tracting under asymmetric information.

 Condition (d) is very reasonable, when the private information is a proba-
 bility or distribution (as in the examples given here). It may be less reason-
 able, if the private information is something like quality, which the unin-
 formed party learns ex post and which may be verifiable before a judge (or

 8. The existence of a boundary (e.g., W) is not necessary for our analysis (we only included
 it to extend the generality of our analysis). If there is no boundary, then the only equilibria
 satisfying our solution concept are separating equilibria. (We will not repeat the proof here, as it
 follows straightforwardly from Cho and Kreps.) Thus all equilibria resemble Figures 5a or 5b.
 As discussed above, the introduction of restrictions when the equilibrium resembles Figure 5b
 reduces efficiency. However, as shown in Figure 5a and proved in Corollary 3, when the
 equilibrium resembles Figure 5a, then restrictions will improve efficiency. Thus, our insight
 that restrictions can improve efficiency is not dependent on the existence of a boundary.
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 other source of adjudication). In that case, the adverse selection problem
 may be resolved through methods such as warranties or verifiable dis-
 closures by the informed party.

 Condition (e) is, in some sense, the condition most likely not to be met.
 Clearly, there are circumstances in which the uninformed party has the
 bargaining power (e.g., a monopsonist who purchases from an informed
 supplier). Moreover, our results are sensitive to having assumed condition
 (e)-if the uninformed party had the bargaining power and offered contracts,
 then restrictions could not improve efficiency: since the uninformed party
 captures all the gains to trade, he will completely internalize the cost of
 inducing the different types of informed party to reveal themselves. Conse-
 quently, the amount of revelation will be optimal from his perspective and,
 thus, there is no scope for improvement through restrictions. In contrast,
 given condition (e), the bad type does not internalize the cost (externality)
 she imposes on the good type, so there is scope for improvement through
 restrictions.

 On the other hand, our assumption of only one uninformed player is not
 crucial. If the informed party makes the offers to the uninformed players
 (either sequentially or to the first taker), then the results of this paper
 continue to hold-the analysis is modified only minimally. If the informed
 party is the monopoly party, but competitive uninformed parties make the
 offers, then the model will resemble a Rothschild-Stiglitz model. The model
 will also resemble a Rothschild-Stiglitz model if competitive uninformed
 parties make offers to a number of informed parties. As is well-known, in
 such a model, forced pooling in which the informed party is compelled to
 trade can improve efficiency (e.g., the adverse selection problems inherent
 in a private annuity market are "cured" by a mandatory social security
 system). Thus, restrictions that induce pooling can be part of a package of
 laws (the other part being mandatory trade) that can improve efficiency in
 such models.

 By focusing on a single contractual relationship, our analysis makes too
 strong a case for restrictions. When there are many relationships, differing in
 characteristics such as the wealth, failure probability, and risk aversion of the
 parties, a given set of restrictions may not enhance the efficiency of all the
 relationships. Moreover, without examining the particular distribution of
 characteristics, and without specifying a social welfare function, it is difficult
 to know whether imposing a given set of restrictions will enhance social
 welfare. This caveat, however, cuts the other way, too-without this informa-
 tion, we cannot say that eliminating a given set of restrictions will enhance
 social welfare. The point of this analysis is to draw attention to the possibility
 that restrictions can improve efficiency because of adverse selection. Our
 view is that any analysis of a set of legal restrictions needs to be concerned
 with possible asymmetries of information in the contractual relationships
 governed by those restrictions.
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 Many contractual relationships suffer from a problem of moral hazard as
 well as a problem of adverse selection. Attempts to solve both problems may
 be frustrated by competing demands. For instance, a well-known danger

 when limiting the downside risk of a borrower (i.e., limiting Pf) is that such
 limitations can create a moral hazard problem (e.g., the borrower is less
 diligent or she undertakes excessively risky projects). Since we have ignored
 the possibility of moral hazard, our analysis may, therefore, overstate the
 efficiency gains from legal restrictions. We wish to emphasize, however, that
 restrictions can enhance efficiency even when a moral hazard problem ex-
 ists. For instance, there can be an optimal level of downside risk (e.g., Pf) to
 control the moral hazard problem, but adverse selection can lead to a con-
 tract that sets the downside risk in excess of that optimal level (i.e., Pf > P).

 4.2. AN APPLICATION: LIMITATIONS ON PENALTIES FOR

 BREACH OF CONTRACT

 The issue of which damage measure for breach of contract should be im-
 posed is a well-studied one.9 Although it is certainly worthwhile to compare
 the various measures commonly used, as previous work has done, it is also
 important to ask why it is desirable to use these measures, and not measures
 that the parties to the contract might choose themselves. As we have shown,
 an answer is that, without laws fixing or limiting damages, inefficient levels
 of damages could arise.

 In a world of symmetric information, the optimal remedy for breach must
 be specific performance (i.e., under the threat of contempt of court, the
 parties to the contract are forced to carry out its terms).10 To see this,
 imagine that the informed party is supposed to do some task (let F be the
 probability that she fails to do it). In a world of symmetric information (i.e., F

 is known by both parties), the optimal contract will specify transfers, Pf and
 Ps, between the two parties contingent on whether the informed party failed
 or succeeded in doing the task. Breach in this model would occur only if the
 amount of the transfer was not what the contract had specified for the realiza-
 tion of the task. That is, failure to complete the task does not constitute
 breach (thus, specific performance is not court-ordered task completion).
 Clearly, the only role for the law (the courts) is to enforce the proper trans-
 fers (i.e., the optimal remedy is specific performance with respect to the
 transfers).

 With asymmetric information, there exist situations in which the levels of
 the transfers are set inefficiently because of signaling (e.g., the good type
 attempts to signal that she is likely to complete the task by promising to

 9. A partial list of papers in this area includes Shavell (1980, 1984), Rea (1982, 1984),
 Rogerson, Leitzel, and Chung.

 10. Our thinking here was influenced greatly by conversations with Michael Katz.
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 make an inefficiently large transfer to the uninformed party if she fails).11
 Now, as we have seen, specific performance may no longer be optimal.
 Instead, optimality may require that the law not enforce contracts calling for
 inefficiently large transfers (i.e., the law should, and indeed does, adopt a
 penalty doctrine or otherwise considers "excessively" large transfers as un-
 conscionable-see Friedman). Of course, what constitutes an excessively
 large transfer is relative, so the law may be compelled to adopt a standard
 such as reliance damages, expectation clamages, or restitution in order to
 establish what constitutes reasonable transfers. That is, an economic justifi-
 cation for these standards is that they transform inefficient equilibria into
 more efficient equilibria.

 We note that our justification for these standards differs from the one
 often discussed by legal scholars, specifically that the problem with excessive
 penalties is that they may cause the party who will receive the penalty to
 attempt to induce breach (see, e.g., Clarkson, Miller, and Muris). Although
 this sort of moral hazard is undoubtedly a real concern, it is unclear to us
 why it should be a concern of the courts and not of the parties to the
 contract. That is, the parties to the contract should anticipate this moral
 hazard problem and, thus, should take steps to ameliorate it (including,
 possibly, not having excessive penalty clauses). Given this, it is unclear to us
 why the courts should interfere if the parties nonetheless choose to include
 such clauses.'2 To repeat our earlier point, given that pure moral hazard
 represents an (ex ante) symmetric information problem, we believe in this
 case that efficiency requires that contracts be enforced as written. Only if
 excessive penalty clauses are the consequence of asymmetric information
 should the courts interfere.

 4.3. A SECOND APPLICATION: EMPLOYER PROVIDED BENEFITS

 Laws that require employers to provide certain benefits to employees, such
 as health insurance, maternity leave, or child care, generally (and histor-

 11. We mean inefficiently large in the sense of our analysis in Section 3. This is important, as
 Rea (1984) argues that even with asymmetric information, the informed party would never offer
 a transfer larger than required to insure fully the uninformed party (i.e., a transfer large enough
 to equalize the uninformed party's utility between the state in which the task is done and the
 state in which it is not done). Although this may well be the case, even providing full insu-rance
 could represent an inefficiently large transfer if the informed party is risk averse. Furthermore,
 by changing the assumptions underlying Rea (1984), one can have equilibrium transfers in
 excess of the amount necessary to equalize the utilities in the two states: for example, imagine
 that probability of failure is inversely related to some uncontractable quality measure, Q,
 associated with the task (i.e., Qg > Qb); then it is quite easy to construct a model in which, as a
 consequence of trying to signal good quality, the uninformed party is overinsured by the good
 type.

 12. Unless, as Oliver Williamson reminded us, there is asymmetric competence between
 the parties. Hence, it may be socially beneficial for the courts to interfere in cases involving
 minors and others whose competence is questionable.
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 ically) are not supported by economists. 13The argument against these pro-
 posals is that if it were efficient for employers to provide these benefits, then
 employer and employee would include these benefits in the employment
 contract. Thus, if contracts do not include these benefits, it cannot have
 been efficient for employers to provide these benefits.

 Our analysis shows, however, that this argument may not hold water. For

 example, let Pf be the number of weeks of maternity leave granted by the
 employer and let P, be the employee's wage.14 The employee knows the
 probability, F, that she will become pregnant (i.e., the employee is the
 informed party). The lower the employee's probability of becoming pregnant,
 the more willing she is to trade off maternity leave for a higher wage. As
 childless workers are more productive (e.g., they have a lower absentee rate),
 the employer prefers to hire employees who are unlikely to become pregnant
 (the good type) over employees who are likely to become pregnant (the bad
 type), and he is willing to pay the good type more. Consequently, in equi-
 librium, the weeks of maternity leave provided by the employer could be
 inefficiently low; for example, the good-type employee seeks to signal that she
 is unlikely to become pregnant by asking for no maternity leave privileges,
 and the bad-type employee does better to mimic than to reveal herself.15
 Thus, laws mandating maternity leave could increase efficiency.16

 In passing, we note that we more often see employer-provided benefits in
 unionized firms than in nonunionized firms. Our model can explain this
 phenomenon: because the union seeks one contract for all its members,
 collective bargaining on behalf of a heterogeneous work force essentially
 pools the different types of workers. Consequently, if the union seeks to
 maximize the average utility of its members, it will seek the most efficient
 pooling contract. In contrast, under individual bargaining, the individual is
 tempted to signal her own type through the terms of the contract, and, as we
 saw in Section 3, this leads to inefficiencies. Thus, because collective bar-

 13. For example, see Gary Becker's editorial, "If it Smells Like a Tax and Bites Like a
 Tax . . . ", in Business Week (August 22, 1988). Also see Walker (pp. 461-5) for a discussion of
 the opposition by nineteenth-century English economists to factory legislation in England.

 14. Note here that the informed party's (the employee's) expected utility is increasing as we
 move toward the northeast, while the uninformed party's (the employer's) expected utility is
 decreasing as we move toward the southwest. Otherwise, the analysis is the same as in Section
 3.

 15. Admittedly, in most employer-employee relationships, the employer offers the con-
 tracts. However, provided employers compete for employees, informational asymmetries will
 still lead to inefficient contracts even when the uninformed employers offer the contracts. See
 Hermalin for examples in the context of on-the-job training.

 16. Two conditions under which mandated maternity leave is most likely to increase effi-
 ciency are the dispersion in the distribution over probabilities of becoming pregnant is not too
 great, and women's preferences over salary and leave are not too convex (for details, refer back
 to the analysis in Section 3).
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 gaining eliminates distortionary signaling, collective bargaining can yield
 more efficient outcomes than individual bargaining.17

 5. CONCLUSIONS

 Parties to a contract may enter into inefficient contracts because of asym-
 metric information. Under asymmetric information, a contract plays two
 roles. First, it sets the terms of trade, and, second, it can reveal private
 information. As it is the first role that determines the efficiency of a contract,
 the second role can lead to inefficiency. Restrictions on contracts can in-
 crease efficiency if they limit the signaling role without adversely affecting
 the terms of trade role.

 We explored this insight through a simple model of pure adverse selection
 in which a risk-averse and informed entrepreneur offered a contract to an
 uninformed investor. For this simple model, we showed that laws that pro-
 tect debtors can be desirable from the perspective of economic efficiency. In
 the context of the model, we argued such laws were most likely to enhance
 efficiency when the entrepreneur was not too risk averse; when the en-
 trepreneur with the bad project was not too likely to fail; or when the
 difference in failure probabilities between the good project and the bad
 project was not too big (quantifying "not too" would require further param-
 eterization of the model).

 By no means, however, does our paper represent the last word on con-
 tract restrictions; theoretical and empirical questions remain. A theoretical
 question of practical importance is how should restrictions be set to improve

 efficiency when the same law must apply to many different relationships
 (e.g., what bankruptcy law is best, given it must protect the corner grocery
 and the Fortune 500)? Can they be set to improve efficiency for all rela-
 tionships, or must a trade-off be made between improving efficiency for
 some, while reducing it for others? The answer would seem to depend on
 society's ability to write restrictions so that they are flexible. To some extent,
 this flexibility can be incorporated into "rigid" laws; for example, protection
 for debtors that guarantee that a debtor's wealth cannot be less than some

 fixed amount is a flexible restriction in the sense that it does not depend on
 the debtor's wealth at the time of default. In other settings, however, flexibil-

 ity most likely requires that restrictions be contingent on the relationship;
 for example, the determination of whether a penalty is punitive must be
 made according to a relative, rather than absolute, standard. Modeling flexi-
 ble restrictions, particularly restrictions that are contingent on the specifics
 of the contractual relationship, is left for future work.

 17. Obviously, we are abstracting away from the other efficiency-related issues that arise
 with collective bargaining. Relative to the other issues, the elimination of distortionary signaling
 is unlikely to represent a first-order efficiency gain.
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 Our analysis has also overlooked the possibility that, in a general prob-
 lem, the informed party may have access to more than one signal. That is, a
 contract may contain more than two contingencies, more than one of which
 may be used as a signal. Clearly, restricting all such signals may improve
 efficiency. An open question, however, is whether restricting only a subset of
 signals can improve efficiency. For instance, Rogoff conjectures that restrict-
 ing only a subset will reduce efficiency because the informed party will still
 signal, but with less efficient signals. A formal investigation of this question
 awaits fiture research.

 Ultimately, the question of whether a given set of restrictions improves or
 reduces efficiency is an empirical one: only by considering variations in these
 restrictions over time, across states, or across nations can one truly deter-
 mine the effect of these restrictions on efficiency. 18 How such an empirical
 study would be best carried out, particularly how the effects of the re-
 strictions would be identified, is a difficult question, which we leave for
 future research.

 APPENDIX A: PROOFS

 For the purposes of this appendix, we denote the symmetric-information
 contract for the bad type as (Pb,Pb). We begin with a general lemma.

 Lemma 1. Let Pf be restricted to be not more than Pf(i.e., Pf ' Pf). Then, in
 equilibrium, if the two types offer the same contract with positive proba-
 bility, then that contract must specify Pf = P.

 Proof. Suppose not. Let (Pf,P ) be a contract that both types offer with
 positive probability in equilibrium, with Pf < Pf. Since both types offer
 (Pf,Ps) with positive probability, they must each like (Pj;Ps) as well as any
 other contract they offer with positive probability. Consider the deviation (Pf
 + E,Ps - 8), where e and 8 are positive. As the investor is willing to accept
 (Pf,Ps), lie must be willing to accept (Pf + E,Ps - 5) for sufficiently small E and
 8, if he believes only the good type has deviated in this fashion. Further-
 more, we can choose e to insure Pf + E ' Pf. Finally, we can choose E and 5,
 such that

 Ue(Pf + E,P, - 8;Fb) < Ue(Pf,P;Fb)

 and

 18. An example of such a study is the work of Brickley, Dark, and Weisbach, who examine
 the effects of franchise termination laws, in part by considering variations across states.
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 Ue(Pf + E,P, - 8;Fg)> Ue(Pf,P;Fg).

 But then this equilibrium violates the Intuitive Criterion: the bad type has
 no incentive to make this deviation, no matter what the investor will believe,
 but the good type does, given that the investor will accept, and (given that
 the investor recognizes this) he will accept. ?

 Proof of Proposition 1. First, the following is a PBE: both types of en-
 trepreneur offer (Pf,P,(P)); the investor believes the probability that he is
 playing against the good type is 0, if he is offered (Pf,P,(Pf)), and he believes it
 is zero, if he is offered another contract; finally, given his beliefs, the investor
 accepts any contract that yields him expected utility of at least vi. It is clear
 that all parties are playing optimally, given their beliefs, and that on the
 equilibrium path beliefs are consistent with Bayes' Law. This PBE also satis-
 fies the Intuitive Criterion: any deviation the bad type likes, the good type
 also likes, and there is no feasible deviation that the good type likes that the
 bad type does not also like. Clearly, this PBE also satisfies our "no rent"
 condition.

 Now, we consider uniqueness. First, we rule out separating equilibria. No
 matter what beliefs he holds, the investor will always accept (Pf,Pb + E) for
 any E > 0; thus, the bad type's utility in a separating equilibrium must be

 U(Pf ,Ps,b).

 Thus, if the good type offers (PI,P)), then incentive compatibility requires

 Ue(P;,P);Fb) ? Ue(P~,Pb;Fb). (Al)

 However, this equilibrium is dominated by pooling at (Pf,Ps(Pf)): by
 assumption,

 Ue(f,Ps(Pf);Fb) > Ue(P,P;Fb).

 Furthermore, as Pf - Pf, for any (P?,P]) satisfying (Al),

 Ue(P,P;Fg) < Ue(Pf,Ps(Pf);Fg).

 So, the ex ante expected utility for the entrepreneur is less in any separating
 equilibrium than under the pooling equilibrium. But this means that the
 investor must be earning an expected rent, which violates our "no rent"
 condition. Thus, separating equilibria are ruled out by our "no rent"
 condition.

 This leaves only the possibilities of other pooling equilibria and hybrid
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 equilibria. From Lemma 1, the only pooling equilibria occur at Pf = Pf; as
 (Pfy,P(Pr)) is the only such equilibrium that does not leave a rent to the
 investor, the only possible pooling equilibrium is at (Pf,Ps(P)). From Lemma
 1, in a hybrid equilibrium both types must offer a contract of the forIn (Pf,P,)
 with positive probability. Suppose the good type randomizes between this
 contract and (Pf,s). As the good type is willing to randomize, we have

 Ue(Pf,P;Fg) = UPf,Ps;Fg).

 But, we would then have

 Ue(Pf, P;Fb) < Ue(Pf Ps;F,).

 So the bad type would not have offered (Pf,P,). Suppose the bad type ran-
 domizes between (Pf,Ps) and some other contract. Since this other contract
 reveals the bad type, this other contract must be (Pi,Pb). But, by the argu-
 ment used to eliminate separating equilibria, we know any such hybrid
 equilibrium is dominated by pooling at (Pf,Ps(Pf)), and thus leaves a rent to
 the investor. Thus, the pooling equilibrium at (Pf,Ps(Pf)) is unique. [

 Proof of Proposition 2. The discussion in the text proves the proposition. [

 Proof of Proposition 3. Let Bg be the best separating contract. Given our
 assumptions, Bg is unique.

 The following is a PBE: the good type offers Bg and the bad type offers
 (Pb,Pb); the uninformed party (investor) believes his opponent is the good
 type, if he is offered Bg, and he believes his opponent is the bad type, if he is
 offered a contract other than Bg; finally, given his beliefs, the uninformed
 party accepts any contract that yields him expected utility of at least vi. It is
 clear that all parties are playing optimally, given their beliefs, and that on the
 equilibrium path beliefs are consistent with Bayes' Law. Using arguments
 found in Cho and Kreps, it can be shown that this is only equilibrium
 satisfying the Intuitive Criterion. Furthermore, as discussed in the text, the
 investor is left no rent in this equilibrium. Thus, it is the unique equi-
 librium. l

 APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS OF CASE 3

 If the bad type prefers (Pf,P^) to (W,P,(W)) and if she prefers (W,Pg) to
 (Pf,P.b), the only equilibrium is a hybrid equilibrium (the bad type systemat-
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 ically randomizes between pooling with the good type and separating from
 the good type). Note that case 3 is the complement of cases 1 and 2.

 In a hybrid equilibrium, the good types always offers (W,PH) (Pr will be
 defined later) and the bad type offers (W,P)) with probability q and (Pf,Pb)
 with probability 1 - q. Recall that the investor's beliefs must be consistent
 with Bayes' Law. Thus, his posterior probability, pI(q), that it is the good
 type, given he is offered (W,P!), is

 p(q) = O/[q(l - 0) + 0].

 Let PH solve

 Ue(W, pH;Fb) = Ue(pf, pb;Fb)

 In other words, (W,P') is the point where the bad type's indifference curve

 through (fb,Pbf) intersects the vertical line Pf = W
 Provided the equilibrium value of q satisfies

 (q)Ui(W,PHi;Fg) + [1 - ji(q)lUi(W,P;F) > v, (B1)

 the investor will accept (W,PH) in equilibrium, as his expected utility ex-
 ceeds his reservation utility. Define q as the largest value of q such that (B1)
 holds. Note, when q = q, (B1) is an equality. As we are concentrating on
 equilibria in which the investor earns no rent, we will only consider the
 equilibrium in which q = q.

 Proposition 4. In case 3, given no restrictions on Pf, the unique equilibrium
 consists of the bad type offering (W,P') with probability q and (PfbP^) with
 probability 1 - q, and the good type offering (W,PH).

 Proof. The following is a PBE: the good type offers (W,PH), the bad type
 offers (W,P,') with probability q, and the bad type offers (Pif,P) with proba-
 bility 1 - q; the investor believes his opponent is the good type with proba-
 bility ,(q), if he is offered (W,PH), and he believes his opponent is the bad
 type with certainty, if he is offered a contract other than (W,PH); finally, given
 his beliefs, the investor accepts any contract that yields him expected utility
 of at least vi. It is clear that all parties are playing optimally, given their
 beliefs, and that on the equilibrium path beliefs are consistent with Bayes'
 Law. The PBE also satisfies the Intuitive Criterion: any deviation the bad
 type likes, the good type also likes, and there is nofeasible deviation that the
 good type likes that the bad type does not also like. That this is the unique
 hybrid equilibrium (in terms of contracts offered) follows from Lemma 1. As
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 (W,PH) lies below (W,P(W)), our "no rent" condition rules out pooling equi-
 libria. Finally, employing essentially the same arguments used in Proposi-
 tion 1, we can rule out separating equilibria. ?

 Corollary 4. In case 3, if there exists a contract on the pooling line such that
 the good type is indifferent betwee tht ctt ad p, n that cotract ad (W, then tere are

 restrictions that will improve efficiency.

 Proof. By assumption, condition (a) of Proposition 2 is met. Condition (b) is
 also met because, as this is a hybrid equilibrium, the bad type must like
 (W,P') and (Pb,P?) equally well. U
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